
Usability & UX Evaluation Report: Enjoy Discovering Wine  
Casey Anderson


Executive Summary. 

I conducted a blended expert/heuristic evaluation of the Enjoy Discovering Wine 
website for user experience and usability issues. I identified several opportunities to 
improve the website’s usability and user experience that could impact the website’s 
brand perception and revenue generation. Additional user testing would help to 
validate and better rank the severity of my recommendations. 


Client Goals. 

• To position Enjoy Discovering Wine as a preeminent provider of WSET wine training in 
the UK and the leading provider in Hampshire & surrounding counties. 


• To generate revenue by selling places on WSET courses and related events for 
individuals studying either out of personal interest, or to further their careers.


• To generate new business from running bespoke in-house training for companies 
wishing to develop their sales of alcoholic beverages by having their own staff more 
knowledgeable and confident in wine and spirits.
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Method. 
I utilized Nielson’s ten heuristics, and recommended e-commerce heuristics published 
by the Nielson Norman Group. I then systematically reviewed each webpage (or in the 
event of many similar pages, the type of page) against these heuristics and my own 
experiences and knowledge of usability and ux to conduct a blended heuristic / expert 
evaluation. 


I identified all of the issues presently available but was limited by a lack of knowledge 
of the target user group or their journey’s. This evaluation could be strengthened by 
incorporating this information and conducting user testing to validate these findings. 


Usability Strengths. 
• System status clearly communicated on a majority of the pages.

• Inclusion of a filter to enable users to control what products (courses) they see on a 

page. 

• Consistent aesthetic across website. 

• Excellent usage of contextualized hyperlinks to support user discovery.

• Promoting related products on course pages and descriptions of the course levels, 

enabling user discovery.

• Clear feedback on the screen when something is added to cart. 

• Blog posts utilize hierarchy and bolded text well to convey key high-level 

information.

• Users able to quickly recover from accidentally adding to cart by modifying it 

without leaving the page they’re on. 

• Very responsive website to various screen sizes on desktop. Did not test on mobile 

devices or other computers. 

• Good use of color to easily distinguish between courses. 
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Usability Problems. 
Below is a complete list of the usability and user experience problems identified 
through the combination expert evaluation and heuristic review. The problems are 
organized by where they are found. First issues found site-wide are listed, then page by 
page.


Each issue includes a description, the locations where it can be found, supporting 
screenshots where applicable and a severity ranking. 


Severity rankings are on a 1-5 scale where 5 is the most severe. Severity was 
determined by considering (1) potential effect on client’s goals, (2) impact on user 
experience and usability, (3) how many users would be affected, and (4) the level of 
effort required to resolve the issue. 


Site-Wide 

#1 Variations and inconsistencies with hover states  

1A. Buttons without hover states 
Description: Several buttons on the site do not have hover states. Hover states are a 
standard usability feature to help users know that something is clickable. This could 
potentially confuse users and lead the client to miss out on clicks.  
Severity: 5 
Locations: 

• Homepage - “For Business’ and ‘For Individuals’

• Homepage - “Testimonials”

• What is WSET - button at bottom of page

• All accordion interactions (e.g. ‘The Trade’) 

• Courses & Events - “More Info”

Screenshot:  

At the bottom of the screen you can see the cursor is registering there is a link to go to where it is 
hovering, but visually there is no change to what is intended to serve as a button.  
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1B. Button hover state (grey) difficult to discern from unselected state (dark pink)  
Description: A majority of the buttons on the website did have a hover state, but its 
colour change was very difficult to register. This could also impede users from 
registering that it is clickable.  
Severity: 5 
Locations: 

• “Which Course is Right for me?”

• “Courses & Events” - “Next” button

• “Wine Challenge”

Screenshots:  

Unselected button state.	 	 	 	 Button hover state.  

Such a subtle variation could pose problems for users in certain environments (such as bright light) or any 
users with eye impairments.  

1C. Hyperlinked text hover state difficult to discern  
Description: In-text hyperlinks utilise a brighter pink to connote that they are links. 
However, their hover state is a brighter pink that is also difficult to discern and could 
impede users from knowing to click. 
Severity: 4 
Locations: 

• Homepage

• "The Trade”

• “What is WSET?”

• “Which WSET Training is Right for Me?”

Screenshots:  

Hyperlinked text unselected state. 	 	 	 Hyperlinked text hover state. 
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#2 Inconsistent application of navigation elements. 

2A. Orientation elements not present on sub-pages 
Description: Top level navigation items clearly indicate where you are on the site by 
underlining the active page. However, sub-pages lack this orientation making it difficult 
to orient oneself on the site.

Severity: 4

Locations: 
• WSET Level 1

• WSET Level 2

• WSET Level 3

• WSET Level 4

• Product Pages

• Blog post pages

Screenshots: 

User’s current location on site indicated by underlining active page on the top-level navigation. 

But location is not displayed when visiting a sub-page.  
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2B. Inconsistent inclusion of sub-pages in top level navigation 
Description: All items in top-level navigation are a single page, except for WSET 
Education which immediately drops down upon hover. Does not clearly convey that 
‘WSET Education’ is in itself a page, potentially missing out on clicks. Further, other 
sub-pages are not included top-level navigation and the top-level link instead serves as 
the gateway to that content (e.g. blog). 

Severity: 3

Locations: 

• Global navigation 

Screenshot: 

These sub-pages have been included in top-level navigation, but others omitted. Unclear that 
you can click on WSET Education.  

2C. Mismatch between page title and top-level navigation. 
Description: On ‘WSET Education’ and ‘Book Now’ pages from top level navigation, 
the page titles do not match the titles shown on the navigation. This could potentially 
cause confusion amongst users. 

Severity: 3

Locations:

• WSET Education / “Courses & Events”

• Book Now / “Shop”

Screenshot: 
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#3 Inconsistent Content  

3A. Inconsistent application of accordion interaction

Description: Sometimes an accordion is used to hide additional information that not all 
users may be interested in to streamline pages, but other times obfuscates very 
relevant and important information such as the location on the EDW Wine Club event 
page. This might prevent users from finding out important information. 

Severity: 5

Locations: 
• “What is WSET?”

• “Which WSET is right for me?”

• “Private Tastings & Events”

• “EDW Wine Club”

• EDW Wine Club event pages 

• Product pages

Screenshot: 

3B. Inconsistent presentation of quotes/testimonials 
Description: Homepage quotation is a different style than other instances of 
quotations. In other instances (not homepage format) only bolded text is used, making 
it difficult to (1) tell it’s a quote, and (2) identify the speaker. This might impede the 
intended social modelling effect ultimately impacting client branding goals.  
Severity: 2 
Locations: 
• “The Trade”

• “Which WSET is right for me?"
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Screenshots: 

Quotation on home page. Clearly distinguishable from body copy, speaker clearly marked. 

Quotation format on all other pages. All text is bolded and italicized in the same font size as body copy 
making it difficult to discern from other content.  

3C. Inconsistent application of ‘spaces left’

Description: Some course offerings shown throughout the site display number of 
spaces left in the top-right corner, and others do not. The implication here is that those 
that do not have no spaces left, in which case a user would not expect to see them. 
But unclear if that is intent. 
Severity: 3 
Location: 
• Courses & Events

Screenshot: 
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3D. Missing Product Images 
Description: One of the courses shown as a product listing doesn’t have an 
associated image and there is a placeholder. 

Severity: 1 
Location: 
• Courses & Events

• WSET Level 2

Screenshot: 

3F. Missing header image 
Description: While the majority of pages have a consistent header format including a 
photo, some pages lack this element. 
Severity: 1 
Location: 
• WSET Education / “Courses & Events”

• WSET Level 1

• WSET Level 2

• WSET Level 3

Screenshots: 
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3G. Missing element on WSET Level 2 
Description: Missing description text on WSET Level 2, element present on all other 
pages of this type. 
Severity: 1 
Location: 
• WSET Level 2

Screenshot: 

#4 Product Information Unclear 

4A. Product Offerings Unclear 
Description: “The Trade” and “Private Tastings & Events” seem to promote one type of 
product, but one is a top-level navigation item and the other is a secondary item under 
“WSET Education”. Then the WSET Education/ “Courses & Events” page highlights 
other products. Based on the navigation the relationship between these products is 
unclear and could confuse users.  
Severity: 4 
Location: 

• Global Navigation

• “The Trade”

• “Private Tastings & Events”

• WSET Education / “Courses & Events” 
Screenshot: 
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4B. Lack of Product Differentiation 
Description: When products are shown it is hard to quickly find, and digest the 
relevant key details as they are either presented in a block of text or with an unclear 
hierarchy. This impedes users ability to quickly understand and compare similar 
options. 

Severity: 4

Location: 

• Product pages 

• "Courses & Events”

• “Which WSET training is right for me?”

Screenshot: 

4C. Overlapping Filter Categories 
Description: When products are displayed, filters are shown. These filters have 
overlapping categories which can cause confusion and potentially lead to zero states.   
Severity: 2

Locations: 
• Courses & Events 

• WSET Level 1 

• WSET Level 2

• WSET Level 3

• Which WSET is Right for ME?

Screenshot: 
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Home Page 

#1 Value proposition unclear 
Description: Homepage does not describe what Enjoy Discovering Wine is above the 
fold, value proposition hidden below the fold. Seeing the shopping cart and ‘Book 
Now’ signals to users that this is an e-commerce site, but for what is unclear from 
homepage. Not very much information about the company itself is provided here and 
not found elsewhere. 

Severity: 5 
Screenshot: 

#2 Product offerings unclear  
Description: The home page does not clearly explain the diversity of product offerings 
that the company provides reflected in the top level navigation and product pages. The 
“Businesses” and “Individuals” buttons do not cover all of the possible use-cases and 
require an additional education step before users are informed enough to make a 
purchase. 

Severity: 5


#3 Button Functionality  
Description: Business and Individual buttons at top of on home page not clickable 
except for text, this could cause confusion because users will expect to be able to 
click on any part of the button.

Severity: 4


#4 Homepage does not explain what WSET is 
Description: Homepage assumes users know what WSET is, but then there is a “What 
is WSET” page. If users do not know what WSET is, they may become confused and 
leave before arriving at that page. 

Severity: 4 
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#5 Testimonials at bottom 
Description: The testimonials that demonstrate the value of this program are nearly at 
the bottom of a very long home page. Users may miss this.

Severity: 2


#6 Email sign-up 
Description: Option to provide email to stay in touch does not explain what the user 
gets in return for providing their email.

Severity: 2


The Trade 

#1 Page Contents Unclear from title  
Description: Trade’ page title could potentially not match users mental models. It 
contains information about product offerings but why this is separated out into its own 
page (and not under WSET Education) is confusing and its unclear why.

Severity: 3 

#2 Page Hierarchy Unclear  
Description: Second header on ‘The Trade’ confuses visual hierarchy of text on the 
page as both sections seem to have similar body text. 

Severity: 2 
Screenshots: 
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#3 Enquire Now button function not clear 
Description: Twice on ‘The Trade’ page, there is a button ‘enquire about in-house 
training’ that opens up an email client. This label does not clearly indicate that this is 
what will happen. Further if users are using a public computer or a mobile phone this 
may not work as intended.

Severity: 2


WSET Education / “Courses & Events” 

#1 Unclear Page Purpose  
Description: Unclear why Courses & Events are grouped together. Separate pages 
would improve organization and categories. Making it easier for people to sign up. Also 
would allow for collection of better data on who is interested in courses versus events. 

Severity: 4


#2 Sorting 
Description: On ‘Courses & Events’ page, unable to sort available options. With a filter 
option, most users expect to be able to sort as well.

Severity: 1


#3 Cognitive Load  
Description: On ‘courses & events’ page have to remember what level 1, 2, 3 means, 
increasing the cognitive load of this task. 

Severity: 2


#4 Lack of Zero State 
Description: This page shows product listings, has a header saying ‘results’ but shown 
before anything is even selected from the filters. This could cause confuse users who 
may perceive this to mean they have already made a selection.

Severity: 1 
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Recommendations. 

General 

• High-level, identify user types and draw out journey’s and number of steps, right now 
trying to design for all it feels like and miss out on opportunities to tailor the 
experience for example: corporate clients, individuals, alumni


• Conduct user testing on the site to validate hypothesis and assumptions about 
content organisation and labelling, ensure if someone wants to take a course they 
can. 


• A lot of content feels repetitive and some pages don’t feel like they need a whole 
page dedicated to them (e.g. WSET Levels), recommend looking for opportunities to 
trim down number of pages and streamline content. For example, could remove 
WSET individual level pages and just include all relevant information on the “Which 
WSET is right for me?”. 


Site-Wide 

Problem #1A: Buttons without hover states 
Recommendation: Ensure anything that is intended to be clicked on has a consistent 
hover state 

Problem #1B: Button hover state (grey) difficult to discern from unselected state (dark 
pink) 

Recommendation: Use a different colour with more contrast from the pink (for 
example blue) so that the new state is very clear. 


Problem #1C: Hyperlinked text hover state difficult to discern 

Recommendation: Similarly, utilise a different colour with greater contrast, or add in 
underlining or some other text modification to make the new state more clear.


Problem #2A: Orientation elements not present on sub-pages

Recommendation: Incorporate usage of breadcrumb trail in instances where top-level 
navigation indication is not possible (such as on sub-pages) so that users can orient 
themselves and go back easily if necessary.
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Problem #2B: Inconsistent inclusion of sub-pages in top level navigation

Recommendation: Challenge here is that page organisation overall is a bit confusing. 
Conduct a content inventory of all the content present on the site. Then conduct an 
open card sort with the various user groups to see how they organise the various 
groups. Closed card sort of different groups come up with variant options. Update site 
navigation to match prevailing users mental models. 


Problem #2C: Mismatch between page title and top-level navigation

Recommendation: Update pages where this instance occurs to match top-level 
navigation, or update top-level navigation to match page titles. To determine which 
name is clearer, would need to conduct user testing. A card sort would also help 
surface insights. 


Problem #3A: Inconsistent application of accordion interaction

Recommendation: Determine purpose of accordion interaction, avoid using it for 
important content and instead create a streamlined bulleted version of accordion 
content (such as product or event information) and add a ‘learn more’ accordion if 
necessary. Additionally, add instructions or a hover state to accordion to make it 
clearer that this is an interactive element. 


Problem #3B: Inconsistent presentation of quotes/testimonials

Recommendation: The format on the home page is more engaging and visually 
distinct. Update all other instances of a quotation to match the home page format. 


Problem #3C: Inconsistent application of ‘spaces left’

Recommendation: Determine the purpose of this icon and what it means for courses 
without it present. Apply to all courses and include a zero state to make it clearer (e.g. 
“0 spots left”) or simply remove courses that are full from product listings or disable 
their buttons.  

Problem #3D: Missing Product Images

Recommendation: Add product image. 

Problem #3F: Missing header image

Recommendation: Determine what style to be used on top-level navigation pages and 
then sub-pages to ensure consistency. Then apply to all pages for consistency. 


Problem #3G: Missing element on WSET Level 2

Recommendation: Add in the body copy for consistency and provide information. 


Problem #4A: Product Offerings Unclear

Recommendation: Clarify high-level types of products offered on home page or on 
WSET Education page. Ensure that the page organisation matches the product 
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hierarchy laid out for users. User testing and card sorting would be helpful in 
understanding what users expect and understand when it comes to this topic. 


Problem #4B: Lack of Product Differentiation

Recommendation: On product pages, remove large blocks of text and streamline 
content into bulleted points that cover main features unique to that course. Omit 
information that is applicable to all courses (such as what distance learning is) and put 
that on the courses page instead. In bulleted format, include information that would be 
important if comparing two different options. For example, Amazon’s product pages 
include high-level details at the top in bullets and then a longer product description is 
provided underneath for users who would like to learn more. Gives people more 
options as well as makes it easier to easily digest the main points and compare them. 


Problem #4C: Overlapping Filter Categories

Recommendation: Remove overlapping filters. Creating separate pages would 
remove the need for an events filter. Or provide a definition as to what filters mean. 
Want to avoid users selecting a combination of filters that yields zero results.  
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Home Page 

Problem #1: Value proposition unclear

Recommendation: Move up the value prop in the black text, “wine education in 
South…” above the fold. Here is an example of a Napa counterpart that clearly 
displays this.




Problem #2: Product offerings unclear 

Recommendation: If greater information is provided on what Enjoy Discovering Wine 
is, then the black text box can be used to clearly spell out and link to the distinct 
product offerings. 


Problem #3: Button Functionality 

Recommendation: Update buttons so that the entire element is clickable (not just text) 
and behaves more like a button. People expect to be able to click anywhere on a 
button so if it doesn’t work they may get frustrated and give up.  

Problem #4: Homepage does not explain what WSET is

Recommendation: Provide in-text hyperlinks to the WSET page or move up the blue 
WSET certification to convey its importance.  

Problem #5: Testimonials at bottom

Recommendation: Potentially move these up if they are influential to potential 
customers. A/B test the order of content on the page to see if it has an impact.  
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Problem #6: Email sign-up

Recommendation: Provide greater context around what signing up means and what 
users can expect if they provide their email. 


The Trade 

Problem #1: Page Contents Unclear from title 

Recommendation: Identify clear purpose for this page and streamline content around 
that purpose. Conduct user testing to see what users would name this page and where 
they would place it within the overall site structure. 


Problem #2: Page Hierarchy Unclear 

Recommendation: Distinguish between the two different content sections and left-
align the header so its more clear that it’s a secondary header. 

Problem #3: Enquire Now button function not clear

Recommendation: Either re-name this button something like ‘Contact Us’ to make it 
more clear that the user is contacting the business or replace this button with a form 
they can fill out that is automatically sent to the business as an email.  

WSET Education 

Problem #1: Unclear Page Purpose

Recommendation: Separate out Courses and Events onto their own pages, allowing 
for global information about courses or events to be shared on those pages and not 
repetitively on individual product or event pages. Further, are events considered 
educational? Recommend card sort for navigation. Determine if ‘book now’ as a 
separate page is necessary since it is identical. 


Problem #2: Sorting 
Recommendation: Add the ability to sort results by date. Recommend conducting 
user research and testing to understand the types of filters and sorting capabilities 
relevant to the target audience. 


Problem #3: Cognitive Load

Recommendation: On the courses page, include brief descriptions of WSET Levels 
prior to showing products. Or, include in-text hyperlinks or a hover state so that users 
can quickly remind themselves. 


Problem #4: Lack of Zero State

Recommendation: Remove the ‘results’ header from the main page and instead only 
showing it when a filter is actually selected. 
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